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India set to update 2030 climate
targets under Paris Agreement 

3 BUZZ
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JK Rowling releases Christmas book
about 'being lost and found' 

BOOK

SPACE

TOP

NASA sends Lucy mission to seek out
solar system's 'fossils' 

A fter months of pushing back, India is set to update its 2030 cli-
mate targets under the Paris Agreement. India is considering cut-
ting down almost by half the amount of greenhouse gases pro-

duced for every dollar of economic activity by the end of the decade. 

 India’s updated nationally determined contributions or
NDCs, as commitments by countries under the Paris
Agreement are referred to, could include a commitment to
reduce the emissions intensity of the economy by at least
46 to 48 per cent from its 2005 levels

 Building on its enhanced renewable energy target of
450GW, India could pledge to increase the share of non-
fossil fuel sources in its energy generation capacity to at
least 60 per cent, with the possibility of raising it to 65
per cent, by 2030

OF THE DAY

H arry Potter author 
JK Rowling has released
her first children's

Christmas book, inspired by lock-
down and her son David's
beloved cuddly toy pigs.
'The Christmas Pig' is a
story about "being
lost and being found,
about loving and being
loved, about what stays
with us and what falls
away," the author
said. "It's also
about hope and
endurance,"
she added. 

I n a novel bid to seek out the origin of our solar system, the US
space agency has launched the Lucy mission, the agency's first to
Jupiter's Trojan asteroids.

 Lucy will circle back to the Earth three times for gravity
assists, making it the first spacecraft to return to the
vicinity of Earth from the outer solar system

 During its 12-year primary mission, Lucy will explore a
record-breaking number of asteroids, including a flyby of
one asteroid in the solar system's main belt and seven
Trojan asteroids near Jupiter

named among Prince
William’s Earthshot
Prize winners

It
was among five

worldwide winners of
the prize, created by

William, the Duke of
Cambridge, to reward 
people trying to save

the planet 

 The Earthshot Prize's name
is a reference to the
"Moonshot" ambition of 1960s
America, which saw the then-
President John F Kennedy,
pledge to get a man on the
Moon within a decade

 Each year for the next
decade, the prize is awarding
GBP 1 million each to five 
projects that are working to
find solutions to the planet's
environmental problems

VIDYUT MOHAN

1 Takachar was named a 
winner for its technology,
which reduces smoke emis-

sions by up to 98 per cent, aimed at
helping improve the air quality that cur-
rently reduces the affected population's
life expectancy by up to five years

2 If scaled, it could cut a billion tons
of carbon dioxide a year, "a win
for India's farmers in the fight

against climate change" 

3 Costa Rica emerged as the winner
in the "protect and restore
nature" category for a scheme

paying local citizens to restore natural
ecosystems that has led to a revival of

the rainforest

A
Delhi-based entrepre-
neur's agricultural waste
recycling project was
named among the win-

ners of Prince William's inaugural
Earthshot Prize, dubbed the 'Eco
Oscars', at a gala ceremony in London
on Sunday evening. Vidyut MMohan-led
Takachar was named the winner of
the GBP 1 million prize for its cheap
technology innovation to convert crop
residues into sellable bio-products in
the "clean our air" category. 

Cricket fans can now
watch ICC Men's T20
World Cup matches live

on the big screen at PVR 

M
ultiplex
chain PVR
Cinemas,
which has

bagged the rights for the
live screening of cricket
matches during the ICC
Men's T20 World Cup 2021,
will be screening all the
India games of the ICC
Men's T20 World Cup 2021,
along with the semi-finals
and final. 

The matches will be screened in over
75 cinemas in 35 plus cities, including
New Delhi, Mumbai, Pune and
Ahmedabad, the multiplex chain said 

 The
T20 World Cup that
started on October
17, will continue till
November 14 in the
UAE and Oman 

 The Indian team,
led by skipper Virat
Kohli, will play their
first match against
Pakistan on 
October 24

Facebook rolls out end-to-end
encrypted chat backups to WhatsApp

W
hatsApp's end-to-end
encrypted chat back-
ups for iOS and
Android are here! As

per The Verge, social media giant
Facebook announced that the compa-
ny has started rolling out end-to-end
encrypted backups to WhatsApp.

Facebook has offered end-to-end
encryption for chats for years, but
with this new change, users will be
able to get the same level of encryp-
tion with their backups too.
Reportedly, the feature will be rolling
out "slowly" for people on the latest
version of the app.

WHAT'S NEW
The backed-up WhatsApp chats
get stored in iCloud or Google
Drive, but that could be handed
over by Apple or Google to law
enforcement if compelled. However, with the new change, the users will
be able to secure their WhatsApp cloud backups with a password or a 6-
4digit encryption key, which means that no third person, but you will be
able to access the backup

NEWS IN
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CLUES

Which was the first
non-European & 

non-American city to
host the Olympics?

CLUE 1: It’s named after the
birthplace of the founder of
a travel agency.

CLUE 2: It is Australia’s
second largest city.

CLUE 3: It was unofficially
once known as Bearbrass.

Answer: MELBOURNE. The
city, wwhhiicchh hhaass bbeeeenn uunnddeerr
tthhee lloonnggeesstt lloocckkddoowwnn iinn tthhee
wwoorrlldd dduuee ttoo CCoovviidd-1199,
announced that it was lifting
the stay-at-home orders. It
has been under six lock-
downs totalling 262 days or
nearly 9 months, since March
2020. It’s named after the
town of Melbourne in
Derbyshire, UK, where
Thomas Cook, founder of the
eponymously named travel
agency Thomas Cook was
born. It hosted the Summer
Olympics in 1956, becoming
the first city outside of
Europe and the US to host
the quadrennial games.

CBSE BOARD EXAMS:
STUDENTS WOULD
NOT BE 'FAILED'
AFTER TERM 1

C BSE has clarified that it
would not be 'failing' any
student  - in the sense

that no fail, pass or repeat would
be given to the student for any
subject. The fail and pass would
be announced only on the basis
of the cumulative result, which
would be computed after Term 2
examination are
completed.However, the Board
has said that while no 'fail' or
pass would be awarded in Term 1
- the performance in Term 1
would impact the final 'fail or
pass' once both the term exami-
nations are complete. Also, since
Term 2 is expected to be a sub-
jective paper (all conditions
remaining conducive), then the
marks of the MCQ would surely
determine whether the student is
passing or failing in the Board
exams. Term 1 scores might carry
upto 50% weight in the final
result, it added.
(SOURCE: TIMESNOW)



It’s not that I am so smart, it’s just that I stay with the
problems longer.

-Albert Einstein
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MULTIPLY EFFORTS TO 

GET A PERFECT SCORE 

Q1) The relation defined in the set of in-
tegers as aRb � a�b is
a) reflexive   b) not symmetric 
c) transitive d) all the three

Q2) If Aij is cofactor of aij ; then the val-
ue of

[ 2  2  1 ]A21 + A32 If A=    3  4  2
1  1  1

a) –2  b) 2   c) –4   d) 0

dy 
Q3) If x = 4t² & y =8t, dx   = at t = 2

a) 2   b) 0.5   c) – 2   d) – 0.5

Q4) A.At is a
a) identity matrix
b) a symmetric matrix 
c) a skew symmetric matrix 
d) None of these

    4      3 Q5) If f(x) = 2x – 3  �x ���2  & 

g (x) 3x – 2, then f (g(2))=

a) 0.8   b) 10   c) 16   d) 8

Q6) If f(x) = x² – 4x +5, then f(x) is ______
at x = 5
a) stationary    b) decreasing
c) increasing    d) None of these

[ �� ]Q7) f(x) = cos 2x, ��x����0 2     is a

a) Injective function 
b) Many one function 
c) constant function 
d) None of these

dyQ8) If x² + y² =4, then dx  at x= 	
3 is

a) 1   b) – 1   c) 	
3   d) –	
3

Q9) If A is of order 2 and det |A|= 4,
then det |3A|= 
a) 108   b) 36   c) 12   d) 4

Q10) If A ={1,2,3,4} & B ={a,b,c,d,e} 
then number of one –– one function
a) 1024   b) 625   c) 120   d) 20

d 
Q11) dx  (sin–1 x + cos–1 x) =

2 1a) 0   b) 1   c)
	1
�
–
�
x²    d)

	1
�
–
�
x² 

|3  1   a|Q12) If b  2 -2   
3  c 1

is a symmetric matrix then a+b+c

a) – 2   b) 6   c) 2   d) 6

d 
Q13) dx (sin² x)=

a) 2 sinx   b) sin2x   c) cos²x   d) 2cosx

|a a²    bc|Q14) b     b²    ca   =
c     c²    ab

|1  a a²|    |a a²  a³|   |1  a a²|a)  1  b b²    b)  b b²  b³   c)   b 1 b²
1  c c²            c c²  c³            c c²  1

d) none of these

Q15) If f(x)=x² + 3 and g(x) = 2x + 4,
then the value of x for which f(x)=2g(x)
a) 1, 5   b) –1, 5   c) 1, –5   d) –1, –5

Q16) The slope of the tangent to the
curve y=x² –4x+3 at P(3,0) is
a) 0   b) 12   c) –12   d) 2

Q17) If y=ln (x+	
�
x²
�
+
�
1) then dy/dx=

    1    
a) 	

�
x²
�
+
�
1 b) 	

�
x²
�
+1

x         1        
c) 

	
�
x²
�
+1 d) x+ 	

�
x²
�
+1

Q18) If AB=3I and order of A and B
are 3, if |A|=9 then |B|=
a) 81   b) 9   c) 3   d) None of these

Q19) The point on the curve y=x²–6x+
7, where tangent is parallel to y=2x+3
a) (3, 2) b) (2, –1) 
c) (4, –1) d) None of these

{2x+1    if x <1
Q20) If f (x)=    x²       if 1��x ��5,

4x–1   if x>5

then the value of f(3)+f(–2)+f(7)=
a) 33   b) 38   c) 30   d) 59

Q21) If f(x)=x²+1 and g(x)=2x–3 ��x�R
i) The values of x for which f(x)=17 is
a) 4,0   b) –4, 0 c) 4, –4   d) 16, 0
ii) The number of real roots of the
equation f(x)=g(x) is
a) 0   b) 1   c) 2   d) more than 2
iii) The value of f (g(2))=
a) 7   b) 2   c) 5   d) 4
iv) The range of f(x) is
a) R   b) (0 �)   c) (1 �)   d) (1 �)

Q22) An open box with a square base
have to be made using c² cm² of card
board, then
i) The volume of the box is

 1  1 a) 4  (c²x – 2x³)     b) 4  (c²x – x³)

 1 c)  4  (2c²x – x³)     d) (c²x – x³)

dV
ii) The value of x for which dx   0

c c c	
2  a)
	
6    b)

	
3    c)
	
3    d)None of these

iii) The nature of the stationary point
a) Maxima b) Minima
c) Point of inflexion d) None of these
iv) The Stationary value of V is

c³  c³   c³  c³  a) 6	
3   b) 12	
3  c) 3	
3    d) 4	
3

[ 2  -1  3 ] Q23) Given A=    1  2  4   ,
4  3  1            

[ 9  ]          [ x ]B=   17   & X=    y
13               z

i) If Cij is cofactor of aij, then the value
of C12 + C31
a) 5   b) –25   c) –5   d) 25
ii) The value of det |A| =
a) 50   b) –50   c) –20   d) –10
iii) The value of x+y+z is
a) 2   b) 3   c) 6  d) None of these
iv) The value of det |AdjA| is
a) 125000   b) 2500   c) 50   d) 400

Q24) The line parallel to
 x–1 =  y+1 =  z–1 

1          –2         3
and passing through (1, –2, 3)

x–1 = y+1 = z+3 a) 1          –2           3
x–1 = y+2 = z–3 b) 1          –2           3
x+1 = y–2 = z+3 c) 1          –2           3    d) None of these

Q25) Find the value of  so that the
vectors

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ2i ��3j + k & 3i ��2j+ k
are perpendicular
a) –12   b) 13   c) – 8   d) 0

Q26) The angle between the lines pass-
ing through the points (2, 5, 8), (3, 6, k)
and (–2, –3, 1), (1, 0, 4) is 90°, then
a) 1   b) 2   c) 6   d) 8

Q27) The unit vector in the direction of
� � � ˆ ˆ ˆ � ˆ ˆ ˆa+b, where a=2 i+ j+ 4k & b =i + j + 2k

 1 ˆ ˆ ˆ  1 ˆ ˆ ˆa)  7 ( 3i+2j+6k)  b) 49 ( 3i+2j+6k)

ˆ ˆ ˆc) ( 3i+2j+6k)  d) None of these

� ˆ    ˆ  ˆ  � ˆ    ˆ  ˆ  ����� ˆ   ˆQ28) If a =2i+2j+k  b = 2i -3j+4k c=2i-3j
then answer the following
i) The vector of magnitude 6 units, which
is parallel to the vector 2a

�

+b
�

–3c
�

is
   6      1   a)
	
34 (10j + 6k)     b)

	
34 (10j + 6k)

   2      3   c)
	
34 (10j + 6k)     d)

	
34 (10j + 6k)

ii) The equation of line passing through
A and B whose position vectors are re-
spectively a

�

& b
�

a) r
��

= (2+2t) i
��

+ (2–3t)ĵ  + (1+4t)k̂ 

b) r
��

= (2–2t) i
��

+ (2+3t)ĵ  + (1–4t)k̂ 

c) r
��

= (2) i
��

+ (2–5t)ĵ  + (1+3t)k̂ 

d) none
������������������

iii) If a ���b+c��then value of �is
a) 1   b) –1   c) 2   d) –2

iv) The angle between a
�

& b
�

( 2  ) ( 2  )a) sin-1

3	
29      b) cos-1

3	
29

( 2  )c) tan-1

3	
29      d) None of these

Q29) A Company produced a product
with Rs 12000 as fixed costs. The vari-
able cost is estimated to be 30% of the
total revenue when it is sold at a rate
of Rs. 20 per unit.
i) The profit functions is equal to
a) 14x – 12000 b) 26x – 12000
c) 14x + 12000 d) 26x + 12000

Q30) The demand function for a prod-
uct is given by p=16 – 4x then the mar-
ginal revenue function is a __ function
a) neither increasing nor decreasing
b) decreasing c) increasing d) constant

Q31) The average cost function for a
company is given by

 3 AC = 2x – 4 – x . the marginal cost
when output is 10 units

a) 15.7   b) 157   c) 36   d) 2.03

Q32) The cost function is C= –10+10x –
x² and Revenue function is R = x² – 2x,
then break even output is
a) 1, 5   b) 1, 4   c) 1, 3   d) 1, 2

Q33) The unit demand function is x =
28 – 4p Where x is the no. of units de-
manded and p is the price per unit .
Then answer the following
i) The revenue function in terms of p

 28–4pa) p b) 28p – 4p²
c) 14 – 2p     d) 14p – 2p²

ii) The marginal revenue in terms of x
a) 28x – 4x²    b) 14x – 2x²    c) 14x – x²

 1 d) 7– 2  x

iii) Marginal revenue at x = 40
a) –5280    b) –13   c) –1040    d) –2640

iv) the actual revenue from selling 11th

item
a) 3.5   b) 1.75   c) 7   d) None of these
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PRACTICE PAPER SET BY RAGHAVAN BADRINATH, GITANJALI SCHOOL, HYDERABAD

These questions are meant for practice 
purpose only. Students are advised to check for-
mat, syllabus and marks for Board test papers
with their teachers. Questions have been given
by teachers and NIE is not responsible for them.

Change always happened when humans were
challenged. The roads we travel are not always
beautiful with picturesque sceneries, lush green
forests on either sides or blue skies above.

BE DETERMINED TO REACH 
YOUR DESTINATION

Most often they are dotted with potholes and humps, we
may have to go up and down hills

and mountains. Still, we all take
a road to reach our destina-
tion. Even when a tree
falls on the road or it
starts pouring, if
we’re determined to
reach our destina-
tion, we would find a
way around, a better
way, wait till it’s
cleared or walk
through it.

LEARN FROM
CHANGES CAUSED BY
THE PANDEMIC

If you hold a knife by its sharp edge, surely you will 
cut your hand and bleed, but if held by the handle 

it can be used right. The pandemic has wreaked havoc in
our lives but we have found ways to overcome the chal-
lenges it brought – our classes are now online, we have
found new ways of entertainment, we have learnt new 
skills to spend our time fruitfully, we have learnt to 
appreciate simple things in life and to nuture the 
environment around us.

Rosemary Joy, Special Educator, Innovative Learning Lab, Centre for Holistic
Learning and Development of Children, Assisi Vidyaniketan Public School, Ernakulam

Turn adversities to your
advantage & advance

FACE PROBLEMS 
CRITICALLY, CREATIVELY

Those who face a situation
critically and creatively

come up with new ideas.
Initially, as a teacher, I had
several issues to tackle. But I
started thinking of ways to

deal with each challenge 
and developed new methods to

tackle them.

SEE OPPORTUNITIES IN 
ADVERSITIES

Adversities are like stones that
life throws at you. Pick them up

and build a strong foundation on
which you can build your life or
place them under your feet as step-
ping stones but don’t throw them
away because they are opportunities
to make things new
and better.

GEAR UP TO
CLEAR HURDLES

Obstacles may block our paths for a
while but we overcome them 

and march ahead. In life, we face adversities
all the time, from the time of birth till the last

breath we take. But if we give up each 
time we face a problem, we will never go
ahead but if we consider it as energy to

fuel us up, we will see light at the
end of the tunnel.

DOUBLE SLIT EXPERIMENT:
LIGHT A WAVE OR PARTICLE?

INTERFERENCE, DIFFRACTION AND POLARISATION OF LIGHT

The double slit experiment
shows the wave nature of
light, which adds on to the

particle nature of light to get
the wave-particle duality of
light. 

Albert Einstein showed us
we can also describe light as
being made up of individual
particles of energy: photons.
This is necessary to account
for something called the "pho-
toelectric effect". When you
shoot a very specific wave-
length of light at a sheet of
metal, the metal emits elec-
trons: particles that are elec-
trically charged. This is the
photoelectric effect.

Then comes the Double Slit
experiment. It is one of the
most famous experiments in
physics. It demonstrates that
little particles of matter have
something of a wave about
them. To start off, imagine a
wall with two slits in it. Imagine
throwing tennis balls at the
wall. Some will bounce off the
wall, but some will travel
through the slits with easily
understood trajectories. If
there's another wall behind the
first, the tennis balls that have
travelled through the slits will
hit it. If you mark all the spots

where a ball has hit the second
wall, what do you expect to
see? We expect to see 2 strips
of marks roughly the same
shape as the slits.

BUT

Now shine a light at the
wall with two slits. As
the wave passes though

both slits, it essentially splits
into two new waves, each
spreading out from one of the
slits. These two waves then
interfere with each other.
Bright spots on the screen
show the areas where the light
wave interfere constructively,
ie, they add on to each other.
The dark regions show the
destructive interference of
light waves, ie, where the can-
cel each other out. When the
light meets a screen placed
behind, you will see a striped
pattern, called an interference
pattern. It looks like:

We can notice the dark
spots and the bright spots,
showing destructive and
constructive interference
of light waves.

MY EXPERIMENT
I will be demonstrating
this experiment. We
should expect to see an
interference pattern
which is caused by 
the light interfering 
with itself. 

So finally, we can observe the interference pattern which
proves the wave nature of light, and now we can  

conclude light behaves as a wave.

Shreyas Dutta, class XI, DPS Whitefield, Bengaluru

Materials Used Observation

Setting Up the Experiment

1) Laser pointer with a green
dot (532�10nm)

To observe the effect, we need
to point it at a screen 

Here we can see the interference
pattern. Pictures I took of my 
experiment

Comparison of pointer without
slits and same pointer with 
double slit

Showing similarities with waves
in water

2) A mounting
stand 

Conclusion

3) A home-
made double
slit using
tape (size of
slits approx.
0.3mm)


